ACROSS
1) Not for the first time
6) Sound on a track?
10) Mentions further
14) African linguistic group
15) Drachma replacer
16) Chimney sweep's grime
17) Successfully deciphering
20) Thumper's target
21) Tad
22) In a previous time
24) Sheet on a desk
27) Made a heap
28) Rasta's smoke
31) Find new tenants
33) Middle of summer?
34) Live through
36) Zero point
38) Sky sighting
42) One kind of panel
43) Artificial flavor bases
45) Scottish syllable
48) Kind of passages
50) Purposely keep just out of reach
51) City famous for steak
53) Bangkok citizen
55) Dino, for the Flintstones
56) Decide to withdraw
58) Happy-hour perch
61) Weight room counts
69) Weight room counts
70) Bessemer process leftover
71) Kind of territory

DOWN
1) TV letters
2) Nosy fish?
3) Amazon predator
4) Desire, so to speak
5) Microwave, in slang
6) Tallest NBA player, typically
7) Warm squeeze
8) Bit for the Barker
9) Exclamations of surprise
10) Computer character code
11) Creation during a phone conversation
12) Bumper-car ride
13) Mounts
18) Ending for "capital" or "social"
19) Least forceful, as threats
22) Mellow, as cheese
23) Group of criminals
25) Hanukkah centerpiece
26) Any of several Norse kings
29) Moonshine vessels
30) One on Jason's ship
32) Slight lead in the polls
35) Jazzy Duke's collaborator
37) Anatomical nerve network
39) 90 degrees, on a compass
40) Water lander
41) Highlander's tongue
44) Filming locale
45) Burt Reynolds film
46) Adulterated
47) Mouser's mint
49) Performing high-tech surgery
52) Equine ankles
54) Japanese prime minister
57) Harbor vessels
59) A single occasion
60) Land on the Arabian Sea
62) _ in a day's work
63) Midafternoon drink, for many
64) CD type
65) Door opener?

FUNNY STUFF